Problem Statement: Low parental support and emotional regulation difficulties have been associated with depression in adolescence. Attending to the Transactional Model, the interaction of these variables may influence an adaptive/non-adaptive trajectory.

Research Questions: Concerning there are few studies about these variables interaction effects, it might be important to understand better what are the effects and the possible implications on adolescent depressive symptomatology.

Purpose of the Study: The present longitudinal study analysed the parental support as a moderator on cognitive emotional regulation strategies effects on depressive symptomatology in adolescence, more specifically the moderating effects of mother support and father support perceived by the adolescent.

Research Methods: A community sample consisted of 566 Portuguese adolescents (60.25% female), with ages between 13 to 17 years old, participated by completing self-response questionnaires, assessing in the first moment the cognitive strategies of emotional regulation and the parental support, and in a second moment, six months later, the depressive symptomatology.

Findings: After controlling gender effects, there was only a significant moderating effect between mother support and acceptance emotional regulation strategy. In the present study, acceptance revealed as a maladaptive emotional regulation strategy, contrary to what was expected.

Conclusions: The results suggested that when adolescents highly resort to acceptance in a maladaptive way, low levels of mother support may lead to an increase in the depressive symptomatology levels, compared to a high perception of support. This means that mother support might protect from developing depressive symptomatology when adolescents highly misuse acceptance.
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1. Introduction

Studies by the World Health Organization (2017) show that the estimated number of people living with depression worldwide increased by 18.4% between 2005 and 2015, pointing to depression as one of the greatest causes of disability in the world. The high registry number of users with depressive disorders in Portuguese Primary Health Care (DGS, 2016) is in agreement with such data.

A review made by Costello, Copeland and Angold (2011) revealed an increase in the depression prevalence at the transition from childhood to adolescence, with the onset of depression at the second developmental stage being associated with a relatively stable and more severe course over time, with a greater risk of recurrence.

Erse et al. (2016) did a review of studies with non-clinical adolescent samples and found that 9.2% to 14% of adolescents suffer from moderate or severe depression, with a higher prevalence among girls.

In Portugal, Cardoso, Rodrigues, and Vilar (2004) verified in their study that 11.2% of the adolescents with 12 to 17 years old had depressive symptoms, with girls also showing a higher prevalence. This gender tendency has also been observed in other Portuguese studies (Duarte, Matos, & Marques, 2015; Ferreira, 2016; Gomes, Matos, Monteiro, & Mónico, 2015).

Depression has been conceptualized as involving difficulties in identifying emotions, to accept, tolerate and support the experience of negative emotions, and change adaptively the experienced emotions (Berking & Wupperman, 2012). According to the depression models concerning cognitive stress vulnerability, in the face of negative life events, individuals with maladaptive cognitive styles are more likely to develop depression (Hyde, Mezulis, & Abramson, 2008). A systematic review and meta-analysis of prospective studies also revealed a significant relationship between negative coping styles and higher levels of depressive symptomatology (Cairns, Yap, Pilkington, & Jorm, 2014).

Emotional regulation corresponds to internal and transactional processes, which are consciously or non-consciously employed, with the objective of modulating the components of emotions and influencing experiences and emotional expressions (e.g. frequency, duration and intensity), being characterized by involving abilities such as inhibiting, delaying or modifying emotions or the way they are expressed, taking into account rules, goals or plans, thus facilitating adaptive social functioning (Larsen et al., 2013; Steinberg, 2005; Yap, Allen, & Sheeber, 2007; Thompson, 1994).

Garnefski, Kraaij, and Spinhoven (2001) developed the Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (CERQ) to evaluate cognitive emotional regulation strategies that can be used by adolescents when facing negative life events. The authors pointed out nine conceptually distinct strategies: self-blame; blaming others; rumination; catastrophizing; putting into perspective; positive refocusing; positive reappraisal; acceptance; and refocus on planning.

Several studies have demonstrated an association between cognitive emotional regulation strategies and depressive symptomatology in adolescence, with positive relationships with strategies like rumination, catastrophizing and self-blame, and negative relationships with more adaptive strategies, like positive reappraisal (d’Acremont & Van der Linden, 2007; Garnefski, Boon, & Kraaij, 2003; Garnefski, Hossain, & Kraaij, 2017; Garnefski & Kraaij, 2006; Garnefski & Kraaij, 2014; Garnefski & Kraaij, 2016; Garnefski, Kraaij, & van Etten, 2005; Garnefski, Legerstee, Kraaij, Van den Kommer, & Teerds, 2002; Kraaij & Garnefski, 2012; Kraaij et al., 2003; Öngen, 2010). Indeed, studies that analysed the factorial
structure of CERQ verified a division between theoretically more adaptive strategies (e.g. putting into perspective, positive refocusing, positive reappraisal and refocus on planning) and less adaptive strategies (e.g. self-blame, blaming others, rumination and catastrophizing) (d’Acremont & Van der Linden, 2007; Garnefski et al., 2017; Garnefski, Kraaij, & Spinhoven, 2001; Öngen, 2010). In respect to the acceptance strategy, while some studies consider it as a more adaptive strategy (d’Acremont & Van der Linden, 2007; Garnefski et al., 2001), other studies verified that this strategy was positively associated with depressive symptomatology (Garnefski & Kraaij, 2006; Garnefski & Kraaij, 2016).

It’s also important to notice that emotional regulation is mainly developed in the context of the interactions between the child and his/her caregivers (Southam-Gerow, 2013). In this way, family environment and parenting styles play an important role in the emotional regulation strategies development, with parents influencing through affective induction, modelling, controlling the environment in which the child is inserted in order to limit, or not, the opportunity to experience the emotions, and teaching strategies to regulate them (Betts, Gullone, & Allen, 2009; Hilt, Armstrong, & Essex, 2012; Morris, Criss, Silk, & Houlthberg, 2017; Morris, Houlthberg, Criss, & Bosler, 2017; Morris, Silk, Steinberg, Myers, & Robinson, 2007).

Several studies found associations between higher levels of depressive symptomatology and insecure attachments between adolescents and their parents, while secure attachment was associated with a lower risk of developing depressive symptomatology in adolescence (Allen, Porter, McFarland, McElhaney, & Marsh, 2007; Armsden, McCauley, Greenberg, Burke, & Mitchell, 1990; Duchesne & Ratelle, 2014; Rawatlal, Kliewer, & Pillay, 2015).

Attachment relationships are influenced by the quality of family functioning in terms of factors such as availability of support, cohesion, communication and levels of conflict (Rawatlal et al., 2015). In fact, the literature has shown that a positive relationship with parents, characterized by high support, cohesion, acceptance, affection, communication, and parental availability, has been associated with several positive development indicators, such as fewer problems of internalization, externalization and substance use, fewer risky sexual behaviours, better school performance, and better social skills (Branje, Hale, Frijns, & Meeus, 2010; Ewing, Diamond, & Levy, 2015; Kenny, Dooley, & Fitzgerald, 2013; Zhou, Sandler, Millsap, & Wolchik, 2008).

Even though both mothers and fathers take a great impact on depressive symptomatology in adolescence (Sheeber, Davis, Leve, Hops, & Tildesley, 2007; Stice, Ragan, & Randall, 2004; Yap, Pilkinson, Ryan, Jorm, 2014), a longitudinal study in a community sample of adolescents (Duchesne & Ratelle, 2014) found that attachment security to the mother, but not to the father, was associated with a lower risk for reporting moderate depressive symptoms, even though attachment security to the mother and to the father were correlated with each other.

The gender of the adolescent might also explain some differences related to the impact of the relationship quality on the development of depressive symptomatology. It was found in a longitudinal study (Branje et al., 2010) that the mother relationship quality predicted depressive symptomatology for boys and girls, but father relationship quality only predicted depressive symptoms for boys. In the same study was also pointed out that the relationship between girls and their mothers is usually of higher quality than the relationship with boys, and it’s also usually of higher quality than the relationship with
their fathers, while boys doesn’t exhibit such difference in the relationship with their parents. In this way, the authors suggested that girls might be more affected by the relationship with their mothers, while boys also take into account the relationship quality with their fathers (Branje et al., 2010). Kenny, Dooley and Fitzgerald (2013) also found a tendency for girls to perceive higher levels of support in their relationships with their mothers compared to boys.

In addition to the impact on emotional regulation development, the relationship with parents might also exert an influence on the emotional regulation during adolescence and, in turn, on depressive symptomatology. In this regard, the association between the quality of the relationship with parents and the development of depression might also have an indirect effect over time associated with socioemotional factors of the adolescent, such as emotional regulation (Yap et al., 2007; Yap et al., 2014). This is also highlighted by Feng et al. (2009) when suggesting that parenting may have an impact on the development of psychopathology through at least two forms: a direct effect or through moderation of the relationship between emotional regulation and depressive symptomatology.

In this regard, according to Yap, Allen, and Sheeber (2007), interactions between adolescents and their parents that are characterized by low support and autonomy and high conflict are associated with poorer emotional regulation and higher levels of depressive symptomatology. In fact, a secure parent-child relationship enables children to feel supported and comfortable to express their emotions, which promotes the effectiveness of emotional regulation (Morris et al., 2017b). Also, the possibility for parents to coach their children to deal with negative emotional experiences allows children to regulate more effectively (Criss, Morris, Ponce-Garcia, Cui, & Silk, 2016).

The literature review previously presented is in line with a Transactional Model, where environmental factors (such as family relationships) interact with individual factors (like regulation style), influencing a more or less adaptive trajectory and the possible development of depressive symptomatology (Cummings, Davies, & Campbell, 2000; Ewing et al., 2015; Feng et al., 2009). Thus, the quality of the relationship with parents can interact with the adolescents’ ability to regulate their emotions, influencing the risk of developing depressive symptomatology (Feng et al., 2009).

2. Problem Statement

Despite the importance that the interaction between context and emotional regulation may have in the development of depressive symptomatology, there are still few studies addressing this interaction (Naragon-Gainey, McMahon, & Chacko, 2017), particularly the moderating effects of factors such as parental interactions on adolescents’ cognitive emotional regulation (Gilbert, 2012).

3. Research Questions

Taking into account the literature review previously presented, the present study intends to analyse the parental support moderating effects on the relation between cognitive emotional regulation strategies and depressive symptomatology in adolescence. We expect that parental support will moderate the relation between cognitive emotional regulation strategies and depressive symptomatology, thus meeting the Transactional Model and the literature review previously presented.
4. Purpose of the Study

With the present longitudinal study, we intend to contribute to a better knowledge of protective and risk factors in the development and maintenance of depressive symptomatology in adolescence, in order to enable a better and more effective treatment and prevention of depression.

5. Research Methods

5.1. Participants

The present longitudinal study analysed a community sample that is part of the research project “Prevention of Depression in Portuguese Adolescents: Study of the effectiveness of an intervention with adolescents and parents” (PTDC/MHC-PCL/4824/2012), funded by the Portuguese national funding agency for science, research and technology (FCT) and by Realan Foundation. The sample consisted of 566 Portuguese adolescents (60.25% female), with ages between 13 and 17 years old (M = 14.43; SD = .867). In terms of socioeconomic levels, adolescents are distributed at low (48.4%), medium (36.6%) and high (15%) levels. Regarding the marital status of parents, 437 adolescents reported having married parents (73.5%) or in a non-marital partnership (3.7%), 100 adolescents reported having divorced (12.9%) or separated (4.8%) parents, 15 teenagers reported having widowed parents (2.7%), and 14 adolescents reported having single parents (2.5%). There were no statistically significant gender differences in terms of age \[ t (429.398) = .404, p = .686 \], socioeconomic status \[ X^2 (2) = .195, p = .907 \] and the marital status of parents \[ X^2 (5) = 3.970, p = .554 \].

5.2. Procedure

This longitudinal study was authorized by the National Data Protection Commission (CNPD) and the General Directorate of Curriculum Innovation and Development (DGIDC). The sample was collected in public and private schools in the central region of Portugal through the completion of questionnaires in two evaluation moments, assessing in the first moment the cognitive emotional regulation strategies and the parental support, and in a second moment, six months later, the depressive symptomatology. Confidentiality was assured to all students who participated voluntarily. The informed consents of the students and their legal guardians were required.

5.3. Measures

Depressive symptomatology was assessed with the Children Depression Inventory – CDI (Kovacs, 1985; Kovacs, 1992; Portuguese version: Marujo, 1994). The CDI is a self-response questionnaire that allows the evaluation of depressive symptomatology in children and adolescents. A higher value on the total scale reveals a greater severity of the depressive symptomatology. Studies with the CDI Portuguese version revealed a unifactorial structure and Cronbach’s alphas varying between .80 and .84 (Marujo, 1994; Dias & Goncalves, 1999).

The Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire – CERQ (Garnefski et al., 2001; translation and adaptation: Matos, Cherpe, & Serra, 2012) was used to assess cognitive emotional regulation strategies.
implemented by subjects when facing negative or traumatic life events. The CERQ is a multidimensional self-response questionnaire that can be administered to adolescents. The questionnaire is composed of nine distinct subscales of four items each, which translate into different emotional regulation cognitive strategies: self-blame; rumination; catastrophizing; blaming others; acceptance; positive reappraisal; refocus on planning; positive refocusing; putting into perspective (Garnefski et al., 2001). In the Portuguese psychometric qualities study (Serra, 2009), the internal consistency of each subscale was: .706 in self-blame; .685 in acceptance; .761 in rumination; .828 in positive refocusing; .791 in refocus on planning; .792 in positive reappraisal; .748 in putting into perspective; .770 in catastrophizing; and .738 in blaming others.

The Quality of Relationships Inventory – IQRI (Pierce, Sarason, & Sarason, 1991; Portuguese adolescents version: Marques, Matos, & Pinheiro, 2014; Marques, Pinheiro, Matos, & Marques, 2015) was used to assess mother support and father support perceived by adolescents. For the Portuguese versions, results revealed Cronbach's alpha coefficients of .85 in the mother support dimension (Marques et al., 2014) and .95 in the father support dimension (Marques et al., 2015).

5.4. Data Analysis

The statistical treatment of the data was done through the software IBM Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS), version 22.0.0.2 for Windows.

An analysis of skewness (SK) and kurtosis (Ku) values revealed no significant biases with respect to the means, so the results’ normal distribution wasn’t compromised (Kline, 2016). In addition, the sample size of the present study (n = 566) allows for greater safety in resort to parametric tests.

In order to analyse the possible existence of gender differences in the variables of the present study, Student's t-tests were performed for independent samples, where it was considered statistically significant when $p \leq .05$ (Marôco, 2010). It was also calculated the Eta Squared to analyse the difference magnitude, considering the following values: .01 = small size; .06 = moderate size; .14 = high size (Pallant, 2011).

In order to study the moderating effect of parental support (IQRI) on the relation between cognitive emotional regulation strategies (CERQ) and depressive symptomatology (CDI) in adolescents, we performed the standardization of the moderator and independent variables, allowing a reduction of the multicollinearity effects (Jose, 2013). Preliminary analyses were also performed to ensure the adequacy of the data to Hierarchical Multiple Regression analysis (Pallant, 2011). The interaction terms were created by multiplying the predictor variable (CERQ factors) and the moderating variable (support factors - IQRI). Hierarchical Multiple Regression analyses were performed separately. The variables were sequentially introduced: gender was introduced in a first step in order to control the possible effects of this variable; in a second step the CERQ dimension being analysed; in a third step the IQRI dimension that was being considered as a moderating variable; and in a fourth step the interaction term between the CERQ dimension and the IQRI dimension. The total CDI score, obtained in the second evaluation time, was introduced as a criterion variable. It was considered to exist an interaction effect when the interaction term was found to be significant ($p \leq .05$).
6. Findings

6.1. Descriptive analyses and gender differences

Girls presented higher levels of depressive symptomatology (CDI) (cf. Table 01). This difference was statistically significant, but the magnitude of the means difference was small.

Table 01. Internal Consistency (α), descriptive statistics (M and SD), and analysis of gender differences (Student's t) and the effect magnitude (η²)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Total Sample (n=566)</th>
<th>Male group (n=225)</th>
<th>Female group (n=341)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>η²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDI (T2)</td>
<td>.905</td>
<td>9.747</td>
<td>7.353</td>
<td>7.877</td>
<td>6.131</td>
<td>10.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERQ (T1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blaming Others</td>
<td>.737</td>
<td>7.058</td>
<td>2.549</td>
<td>7.360</td>
<td>2.498</td>
<td>6.858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putting into perspective</td>
<td>.785</td>
<td>10.971</td>
<td>3.704</td>
<td>10.655</td>
<td>3.621</td>
<td>11.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQRI (T1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother Support</td>
<td>.862</td>
<td>3.257</td>
<td>.720</td>
<td>3.140</td>
<td>.747</td>
<td>3.334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father Support</td>
<td>.907</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>.795</td>
<td>3.001</td>
<td>.782</td>
<td>3.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the cognitive emotional regulation strategies (CERQ), considering that a superior result in each factor is related to a greater use of the strategy, the results suggested that girls relied more on self-blame, rumination and acceptance compared to boys. Boys tended to blame others more than girls. However, in terms of the means differences magnitude, all variables with statistically significant gender differences had a small effect magnitude.

In terms of the parental support, there was only gender differences in the relationship with the mother. Girls tended to perceive higher levels of mother support compared to boys, but the effect magnitude was small.

6.2. Moderating effect of parental support on the relation between cognitive emotional regulation strategies and depressive symptomatology

The perception of father support didn’t reveal significant moderating effects. The perception of mother support only had a significant moderating effect (β = -.082, p = .033) on the relation between acceptance strategy and depressive symptomatology (cf. Table 02).
Table 02. Hierarchical Multiple Regression, with the acceptance strategy, the mother support and the interaction term in the prediction of depressive symptomatology, controlling gender effects (n = 561)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>25.013***</td>
<td>.207</td>
<td>5.001</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>18.191***</td>
<td>.193</td>
<td>4.672</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acceptance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.136</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.184</td>
<td>41.874***</td>
<td>.237</td>
<td>6.121</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acceptance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.157</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mother support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-.354</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.190</td>
<td>32.744***</td>
<td>.235</td>
<td>6.080</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acceptance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.155</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mother support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-.358</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accept.*Mother-support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-.082</td>
<td></td>
<td>.033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p ≤ 0.001

When analysed separately, the perception of mother support (β = -.354, p < .001) proved to be a significant negative predictor of depressive symptomatology, while acceptance strategy (β = .136, p = .001) showed up as a significant positive predictor.

These variables gave rise to statistically significant models in all four steps. The final model, in which the interaction between acceptance strategy and mother support was introduced, was statistically significant [R² = .190, F(4, 557) = 32.744, p < .001], explaining 19% of depressive symptomatology variance.

The graphic results (cf. Figure 01) allow us to verify that when the resource to the acceptance strategy is higher, a lower perception of mother support leads to an increase in the levels of depressive symptomatology, compared to a higher perception of support.

![Figure 01](image-url)
7. Conclusion

Regarding the levels of depressive symptomatology in the present sample, girls presented significantly higher levels of symptomatology compared to boys. Although the magnitude of the means difference was small, these result is consistent with what has been verified in the literature (Cardoso, Rodrigues, & Vilar, 2004; Duarte et al., 2015; Erse et al., 2016; Ferreira, 2016; Gomes et al., 2015).

In terms of cognitive emotional regulation strategies, girls relied more on self-blame, rumination and acceptance compared to boys, while boys tend to resort more to blaming others, but the means difference magnitude was small. In fact, it is also pointed out in the literature a tendency for girls to resort more to internalized strategies, but there’s an inconsistency whether boys rely more or not on externalized strategies (Duarte et al., 2015; Ferreira, 2016; Garnefski & Kraaij, 2016).

Concerning the parental support perceived by adolescents, there wasn’t gender differences in terms of father support, but girls reported significantly higher levels of mother support, compared to boys, although the magnitude difference was small. Kenny et al. (2013) also found a tendency for girls to perceive higher levels of mother support compared to boys. It was also verified by Branje, Hale, Frijns, and Meeus (2010) that the relationship between girls and their mothers is usually of higher quality compared to boys.

After controlling gender effects, we observed a significant moderating effect of mother support (T1) on the relation between acceptance strategy (T1) and depressive symptomatology (T2).

Mother support was a negative predictor of depressive symptomatology, which is consistent with what has been found in the literature related to mother support (Branje et al., 2010; Duchesne & Ratelle, 2014; Sheeber et al., 2007) or parental support (Stice et al., 2004).

The cognitive emotional regulation strategy of acceptance was a positive predictor of depressive symptomology. Acceptance strategy is related to thoughts about the acceptance of the event, considering that there is nothing that can be done to change the situation and looking at the continuation of life beyond what happened (Garnefski et al., 2001). While acceptance strategy as measured by CERQ has been considered by some authors as a theoretically more adaptive strategy (d’Acremont & Van der Linden, 2007; Garnefski et al., 2001), other studies also found a positive relationship between acceptance and depressive symptomatology (Garnefski & Kraaij, 2006; Garnefski & Kraaij, 2016). One possible explanation for this result is that the items that make up the acceptance subscale of CERQ may reflect a degree of hopelessness (Martin & Dahlen, 2005), so adolescents may be confusing the acceptance strategy with a passive resignation to negative experiences or emotions, something that has also been mentioned in the literature (Garnefski & Kraaij, 2006). This possible explanation supports what has been proposed by Rood, Roelofs, Bögels, and Arntz (2012), according to whom improvements in mood might occur more likely when the strategy is clearly explained and its proper use is encouraged.

In terms of the significant moderating effect obtained, the results suggested that when adolescents highly resort to acceptance in a maladaptive way, a higher perception of mother support may attenuate the impact of acceptance on depressive symptomatology, while a lower perception of mother support may lead to an increase in the depressive symptomatology levels. This means that mother support might protect from developing depressive symptomatology when adolescents highly misuse acceptance.
The moderating effect found in the present study is in consonance with a Transactional Model, showing how the interaction between the relationship with parents and the cognitive emotional regulation strategies used by adolescents can influence a more or less adaptive trajectory and the development of depressive symptomatology (Cummings et al., 2000; Ewing et al., 2015; Feng et al. 2009). In fact, the literature shows the importance of support and involvement by parents in the emotional regulation and depressive symptomatology in adolescence (Yap et al., 2007), revealing that the relationship with parents can interact with the adolescents’ ability to regulate their emotions, and thereby influence the risk to develop depression (Feng et al., 2009). In terms of this interaction, it’s important to notice that a secure parent-child relationship, which is also characterized by parental support, enables children to feel supported and comfortable to express their emotions (Morris et al., 2017b), creating a space for parents to help their children with emotional difficulties experienced by them, and also enabling an opportunity for parents to coach their children to deal with negative emotional experiences (Criss et al., 2016), which might give adolescents more adaptive strategies, but also protect them from the use of less adaptive strategies, like an acceptance misuse.

It should also be explored the fact that we didn’t found a moderating effect of father support. Two explanations might be considered: one is related to the parent’s gender and other to the adolescent’s gender. In terms of the parent’s gender, a moderating effect of support may only have arisen for the relationship with the mother because of a greater mother involvement in daily child-rearing activities, which might foster greater emotional closeness and, in turn, enables the mother to respond and prevent further episodes of negative emotional experiences (Duchesne & Ratelle, 2014; Duchesne, Ratelle, Poitras, & Drouin, 2009). Other explanation might be related to the adolescent’s gender, since it was verified by Branje et al. (2010) that both girls and boys might be affected by the quality of the relationship with their mothers, but boys also suffer from the impact of the relationship with their fathers, which was not observed in girls. In this way, if we had study the moderating effects separated for genders maybe we could have found a moderating effect of father support for boys.

Although the results found are relevant and in agreement with the literature, we should notice that it was only found a moderating effect of mother support in the relation between adolescent depressive symptomatology and one of nine cognitive emotional regulation strategies. Future studies should try to analyse possible variables that weren’t taken into account in the present study and that might have an impact on the parental support moderating effects, since the literature evidences an important role of positive relationship between parents and their children (Branje et al., 2010; Ewing et al., 2015; Kenny et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2008). An aspect that should be considered is that the present study sample obtained low levels of depressive symptomatology, which may have influenced the results found, whereby the use of a clinical sample could have accentuated the observed trends or even made possible the appearance of other significant moderating effects.

In terms of clinical implications, the present study provided a better understanding of protective and risk factors in the development of depression in adolescence, especially regarding the misuse of acceptance strategy and the way it is implemented according to the mother support perceived. This reveals a better knowledge about possible intervention targets in the treatment and prevention of depression, which is of extremely importance attending to the prevalence and prognosis of depressive
symptomatology in adolescence (Cardoso et al., 2004; Costello, Copeland, & Angold, 2011; DGS, 2016; Erse et al., 2016; WHO, 2017).

Considering the results found, it’s pertinent to promote psychoeducation about cognitive emotional regulation strategies, explaining them and how to proper use each one (Rood, Roelofs, Bögels, & Arntz, 2012). This might be especially important in the case of acceptance strategy, which might have been misunderstood by the adolescents in the present study. It’s also important to give parents an opportunity to increase resilience, coping and parenting skills, and to increase their awareness of the influence of their parenting strategies, so that more resilient and skilled parents can help vulnerable adolescents to cope with their difficulties (Ewing et al., 2015; Pinheiro, Matos, Costa, Arnarson, & Craighead, 2015), not only by promoting a safer place for adolescents to express their difficulties (Morris et al., 2017b), but also by coaching their children to better deal with negative emotional experiences (Criss et al., 2016).

The present study presents some limitations, such as the exclusive use of a community sample, not allowing the generalization of the results for clinical samples. Furthermore, the data collection procedure relied only on self-answering questionnaires and didn’t controlled variables like social desirability, humour at the time of collection or low motivation and adherence to participate in the present study.

The results obtained regarding the acceptance strategy suggest that might be important to review this CERQ subscale (Garnefski et al., 2001) in the Portuguese version, and also to study the use of a passive resignation strategy towards negative emotional experiences by Portuguese adolescents.

In future studies, it might be useful to compare adolescents’ trajectories with and without depressive symptomatology, and also to analyse the contribution of sociodemographic variables, such as socioeconomic status and the marital status of parents, and parental psychopathology. It would be equally interesting to see if the symptoms experienced are associated with future changes in the quality of the relationship perceived by adolescents, considering that in the study by Stice, Ragan, and Randall (2004) there was no decrease in support perception.

In conclusion, the present study contributed to the advance of knowledge about the effects of the interaction between parental support and emotional regulation. It’s relevant to deepen the study of the moderating effects of parental support on the relation between cognitive emotional regulation and depressive symptomatology in adolescence, looking for a better intervention and prevention of depression, and contributing to a better mental health.
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